QUARTER SESSIONS IN LANCASHIRE
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY:
THE COURT IN SESSION AND ITS RECORDS
Peter Taylor

The outward manifestation of the authority of the justices in
a county was their formal assembly four times a year at
quarter sessions. The purpose of this study is to illuminate
as far as possible the administration of the court in session,
with particular reference to Lancashire in the mideighteenth century. I shall establish (1) how the quarter
sessions were kept in Lancashire; (2) the order of business
at each session; and (3) the nature and interrelationship of
the records produced by the court's activities at this time. I
shall also attempt to indicate how far it may be possible to
reconstruct what happened at any given session of this
period from the records left behind.
The primary sources for this essay are first and foremost
the quarter sessions records themselves. They comprise the
indictment, recognizance, and petitions files, indictment
and order books, and the sessions rolls. The form and
content of these records are discussed more fully below. In
addition, the papers of the Kenyon family who controlled
the clerkship of the peace throughout the eighteenth
century have been useful. Due to considerations of time and
space, I have restricted myself in the main to the primary
sources, being able only to sample the supplementary
material; the records of Lancashire parishes which must
contain much relevant information, particularly the constables' and overseers' accounts, I have not been able to
consult at all. However, despite these limitations, a fairly
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full and complete picture of the administration of the court
in session has emerged, which I hope will go to fill a gap in
our knowledge. All the records used as sources can be
consulted at the Lancashire Record Office at Preston.
THE QUARTER SESSIONS IN LANCASHIRE: INTRODUCTORY

The style of the court was 'The general quarter sessions of
the peace of our Lord the King'. As such it was the assembly
of two or more justices of the peace (one of the quorum)
sitting to enquire, hear and determine, and execute their
general authority, within the limits of their commission.
The sessions were held quarterly at stated times appointed
by law and at the same time in every county in England,
namely in the weeks after Epiphany (6 January), the close of
Easter, the Translation of St Thomas the Martyr (7 July)
and Michaelmas (29 September). It was a court of record,
i.e. the files and rolls created by the activities of the court
were to be preserved for future reference. In mid-eighteenth
century Lancashire it was thought that this
should make all men, especially ill Men, more cautious of committing any ill or Scandalous Act; for should the Party here be presented
to a Conviction, here it must remain upon Record as a lasting shame
to the Misdoer and perhaps a perpetual disparagement to his
Posterity. 1

Research has shown that the method of holding quarter
sessions varied considerably county by county: it seems that
each county held its courts as and how seemed most
convenient to its particular circumstances. This is particularly the case with Lancashire. There the geography of the
county dictated the location and method of holding the
quarter sessions. It was a matter of some note in the late
nineteenth century, when road and rail links were relatively
good, that council members from Furness could attend the
meetings of the new county council at Preston so regularly,
despite the arduous journey it involved. To overcome the
problem of bad communications, the sessions in Lancashire
were not held at one location for the whole county for a
number of days. Instead, by an ancient order of the Duchy
Court of Lancaster, 2 the sessions were begun at Lancaster
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on the Tuesday in each of the aforementioned weeks and
then adjourned successively to Preston to be held on the
following Thursday, then to Ormskirk (at Midsummer and
Michaelmas) or Wigan (at Epiphany and Easter) on the
next Monday, and finally to Manchester on the Thursday
after. They were held for one day only at each location. To
cope with excessive business and in times of county-wide
emergency, further adjournments could be held. The dates
and locations of the Epiphany session of 1749, which is not
atypical, are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1 Dates and Locations of Epiphany Session 1749

Date
Tue. 10 Jan.

Thu. 12 Jan.
Mon. 16 Jan.
Thu. 19 Jan.

Sat. 28 Jan.
Tue. 14 Feb.
Sat. 18 Feb.
Sat. 25 Feb.
Thu. 9 Mar.
Sat. 11 Mar.
Sat. 18 Mar.

Place
Lancaster
Preston
Wigan

Manchester
Manchester (Dangerous Corner)

Rochdale (Roe Buck)
Manchester (Dangerous Corner)

Manchester (Dangerous Corner)
Oldham (James Heywood's house)
Manchester
Manchester

The further adjournments were needed due to the threat
of cattle plague entering the county from Cheshire, and so
carried the Epiphany session almost up to the following
Easter session held in April.
The natural result of such a geographical division was
that the justices, officers, freeholders, and all others who
had business at the sessions attended only the one held in
their own locality. So Lancaster was the centre for the
hundred of Eonsdale, Preston for the hundreds of Amounderness and Blackburn, Ormskirk or Wigan for those of
West Derby and Leyland, and Manchester for the hundred
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of Salford. This sub-division is fundamental and is maintained in the record-keeping, which incidentally narrows
the field of search for those looking into a particular
locality in Lancashire. The justices rarely attended sessions outside their own area, but the clerk of the peace, his
deputy and clerks, together with the sheriff and undersheriff and his agents and gaoler went round the circuit. At this
time there were two houses of correction in Lancashire, at
Manchester and Preston, in addition to the gaol at Lancaster castle: so the gaoler for Manchester attended only the
Manchester sessions. This meant that the role of the clerk
of the peace was even more vital in ensuring the continuity
and conformity of the sessions in Lancashire than elsewhere. A letter dated 19 January 1746 requested George
Kenyon (the clerk of the peace) to attend the next Manchester sessions to inform them 'what sort of proposition to
make at opening the Court and calling Constables'. The
difficulty was caused by the projected absence of people
who did know the correct form. 3 Besides showing the key
role of the clerk of the peace in controlling procedure at
the sessions, this letter indicates that he did not attend
every session, or else there would have been no need to ask
him to attend that one specially.
The need for the secretarial staff to be almost constantly
on the move may have had an effect on the nature and
method of record-keeping. It may be possible, although I
have yet to come across concrete evidence, that the reason
for the alleged paucity of Lancaster quarter sessions records
is not that they have not survived but that they were not
kept. An inventory of quarter sessions records held at
Lancaster castle taken in the early nineteenth century
indicates that there were no more classes of records preserved then than now,4 despite the wholesale destruction
perpetrated at the beginning of this century. This is consistent with the theory that the clerk and his staff carried with
them and preserved only those records of immediate use
and those which had to be kept for legal reasons. Thus, the
essential business of each session was contained in just two
slim booklets (copied up later on to the formal sessions roll),
and three files: indictments, petitions, and recognizances.
Other classes were destroyed as their practical use was
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extinguished (e.g. constables' presentments) and are represented only by chance survival elsewhere.
Furthermore, the time limit of one day at each location
involved the court in session in a complicated procedure in
order to get through all the business, judicial and administrative, that it had before it. This accounts for the apparent
disarray of the entries in the order books, and contributes to
the difficulty of reconstructing the order of business at a
session, to which I now turn.
It will have been seen from the foregoing that the use of
the word 'session' can cause confusion when referring to the
quarter sessions as held in Lancashire. In general, it was the
practice of the time to regard all the four days (or more) as
though they had been held at one place for the whole
county. Thus, the grand jury at each location is charged to
inquire for the 'body of the county', even though the
sessions were kept at four places by three successive
adjournments, and were attended only by those from the
appropriate hundreds. However, even in the eighteenth
century it was customary to refer to the sittings at each of
the four locations as a session, when (except in the case of
Lancaster) they were more properly to be referred to as 'the
adjourned sessions' or 'the sessions held by adjournment
at . . .'. I have attempted to retain the distinction, although
it is normally clear from the context whether the use of
'session' refers to a particular adjournment (or the initial
sitting at Lancaster) or to the quarter sessions as a whole
(e.g. 'the Epiphany sessions').
THE COURT IN SESSION: PROCEDURE

Among the miscellaneous records of the clerk of the peace
preserved with the quarter sessions material there is a
formulary in the form of a paginated manuscript book,
rebound in 1946, which consists largely of examples of the
set form (i.e. diplomatic) to be used in the various
indictments, presentments, recognizances, and so forth. 3 A
central section (pp. 117 39) contains a rather formalized
account of the order of procedure of the court in session,
entitled 'Off the Court at quarter Sessions'. Unfortunately,
it is undated. The listing at the Lancashire Record Office
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assigns a date-range of 1750-70 but internal evidence
suggests an earlier date. The account contains instructions
to mark indictments in Latin, which was the language of
formal record in England only until 1733. On the other
hand, the bills of indictment were to be read to the accused
in English. One of the gaolers (for the house of correction at
Preston) is named as a Mr. Wagstaffe, to whom I have not
yet managed to assign a date. The hand is typical of the
mid-eighteenth century, and matches that used to engross
the sessions roll of 1748. I would, therefore, go the other
side of 1750, and assign a date-range of 1730-50. In
addition, the account is incomplete, omitting the procedure
of the judgement and sentencing and the method of
adjournment at the end of the day to the next place.
This account is supplemented by another, found in a
miscellaneous bundle of formularies.6 It is also undated, but
belongs definitely to the early seventeen-nineties. It is much
more sketchy than the earlier account, and thus less useful,
but reveals that the procedure of the court in session
changed somewhat in the intervening period. It is important, therefore, to stress that what follows refers only to the
mid-eighteenth century. A much more comprehensive
search is needed to trace the evolution of procedure through
the decades.
Table 2 indicates briefly the order of business at the court
in session, as abstracted from the formulary.
On the day when the session (or adjourned session) was
to be held, the undersheriff accompanied by his bailiffs
'with white wands' ushered the assembled justices to the
bench. As elsewhere, the number of justices attending each
session was not high, and the same names appear again and
again. However, due to its peculiar system, the sessions in
Lancashire were probably better attended if all the days are
added up: a total of nineteen attended the Epiphany
sessions of 1749. After the clerk of the peace convened the
court, the commission of the peace was read, if the justices
required it. This means that the commission was one of the
records which the clerk had to carry round with him. Then
the sheriff was ordered to come into court and return his
precept for summoning the court. Together with the precept
the sheriff returned a jury list containing twenty-four names
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TABLE 2 Order of Business

Morning (10 a.m. to noon)
1

Setting the court:

reading the commission
return of sheriff's precept
return of jurors list
return of constables' list

2
3
4
5
6

Calling of officers
Return of inquisitions, recognizances, etc.
Selection of grand jury, calling and charging
Other business (while grand jury out considering indictments)
Adjournment

Afternoon (2 p.m. to close of business)
1
2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9

Petty constables' presentments
Petitions
Return of grand jury with indictments
Trial of petty larcenies (felonies):
arraignment
petty jury empanelled
examination of witnesses
petty jury retires
Other business (while petty jury out)
return of petty jury verdict
Trial of traverses:
traverse jury empanelled
indictment read
examination of witnesses
traverse jury retires
Other business (while traverse jury out)
return of traverse jury verdict
Return of grand jury with more indictments (if any)
Grand jury dismissed (if no more indictments)
Calling of recognizances
Final sentencing
Adjournment of court

and a list of townships and constables from the relevant
hundreds. Again, it is a peculiarity of the Lancashire system
that although the sessions were always held at the known
places and times, four separate precepts had to be made out
by the clerk in the name of the custos rotulorum, one to be
returned at each session (or adjourned session). The precept for the session held on 10 January 1749 was issued at
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Lancaster for the hundred of Lonsdale on 4 October 1748,
the date of the previous Michaelmas session there, and
witnessed by two justices. Similarly the one for the
adjourned session at Preston for the hundreds of Amounderness and Blackburn was issued at Preston the previous
6 October. On receipt of this precept the sheriff was to
dispatch warrants to the bailiff of each hundred to give
notice of the place and date of the next session to all
freeholders, high and petty constables, coroners, and
others. One such summons for the Midsummer session at
Ormskirk in 1761 has survived among the Kenyon papers:
it was issued to the bailiff of the Leyland hundred and the
sheriff has subscribed the names of twelve freeholders. 7
Sometimes the justices called to see this warrant to
compare it with the final jury list submitted by the sheriff;
this was a check on the bailiffs' integrity as they were not
above bribery. Interestingly, there are a number of discrepancies between the 1761 warrant and final list, some of
which can be explained (one person was dead) whereas
others cannot.
After these lists had been delivered into the court, the
clerk of the peace read over the list of constables. In
Lancashire this meant simply calling out the names of the
townships and making a mark as the constables answered.
New constables were sworn in, their names being written
next to their township followed by 'S' ('Sworn'). Absences
were marked by a circle on the left of the township list. At
this point all the recognizances and examinations were
called in and put on file. They were checked later in the day.
This was followed by the selection of the grand jury from
the list of twenty-four freeholders returned by the sheriff. It
was the custom in Lancashire to have twenty-four returned,
but to swear only fifteen, seventeen, nineteen or twenty-one,
the odd man to ensure a decision. Often they are simply the
first fifteen or more names on the list. At the Lancaster
session of 10 January 1749, nineteen jurors were selected.
Again absences were marked with a small circle; further
annotation may be made if a juror was 'excused sick', for
example. In addition, freeholders who were over age or who
had insufficient property to qualify were excused, their
names being struck from a freeholders' book (which has not
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survived among the quarter sessions material), and an entry
to that effect made in the order book for that session.
Once the grand jury was selected, the foreman was first
sworn, and then the rest in groups of three or four at a time.
They were then charged; during the charge the clerk of the
peace wrote down the names of the jurors, and handed the
list to the foreman.
The role of the grand jury was to act as a preliminary
tribunal to see whether there was a charge to answer. To
this end, all those with indictments to prefer were ordered
to deliver them to the court 'fairly engrossed on parchment'
(although a number are, in fact, on paper). The witnesses to
the indictments, whose names are endorsed, were sworn
and their names so marked. The grand jury then took the
indictments with them to their room to deliberate. The
witnesses could be examined by the jury.
This preliminary business occupied most of the morning.
Sometimes there were no indictments, or the grand jury
reached a quick decision, which meant that a man was ready
for trial early in the afternoon. In this case, the court
proceeded on other business, mainly the confirmation of
orders of justices made out of court.
Before the adjournment, the petty constables were ordered
to deliver their presentments in writing to the clerk of the
peace so that a prompt start could be made in the afternoon.
After the formal adjournment by the clerk of the peace, the
court rose and the undersheriff with his bailiffs ushered the
justices from the court to the place where they dined.
When the court reassembled at two o'clock, the constables' presentments were considered. These have not generally survived, but a bundle of original presentments for
the Michaelmas sessions of 1757 are to be found among the
Kenyon papers.8 They have a filing hole through the centre,
but have become disarranged, so the original order is lost.
They are written on paper of varying sizes, from scraps to
large pieces. Some are well written, on lines, but others are
almost illiterate. Most but by no means all are signed by the
constables. The form varies as much as the presentation,
ranging from 'We have nothing to present' to a long-winded
itemized statement which means the same. Most are simple
statements that they
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have made dilligent search for vagrants, And hath found none. Oure
Highways are in good repaire and oure poor are well provided for and
Not Aney Complants made. So wee have not Ane thing to present
(signed by Peter Atherton, constable of Pemberton and Ince).

It is, therefore, not surprising that the presentments were
not kept.
After the petty constables were dispatched, the clerk of the
peace read the petitions which had been submitted, and took
the minutes of what the court ordered; these are to be found in
the order books. The petitions themselves are also annotated
with the court's decision. If there were no appeals against the
orders, the business proceeded smoothly, and this is reflected
in the order books. However, especially in the case of
settlement and removal cases, townships retained attorneys
to argue their case. Even the clerk of the peace (George
Kenyon) could be retained, as happened in a settlement
dispute between Filly Close and Barrowford Booth at Preston
in April 1747, when he acted for the township of Filly Close. 9
To expedite matters, the justices from time to time formulated rules to be followed. One set has survived, agreed at
the Preston sessions of 17 January 1782.
When the Removeants have opened their case and gone through
their evidence, they may call on the Appellants to say whether they
will call any evidence or no; and if they decline to call any the
Removeants may sum up the evidence they have given, and the
Appellants may afterwards observe on and answer the Removeants'
evidence but not Open any Case (having declined to call evidence);
and when any new matter comes out on a Cross Examination the
Party Examining in Chief shall have a right to examine again to such
new matter. If the Appellants call evidence, the Removeants are not
to sum up before the Appellants' evidence is called, but the
Removeants have the Reply (one counsel only to reply). If either
party objects to any evidence called by the other party, the other side
is to answer, but no rejoinder to be admitted, nor either party to be
further heard. More than one counsel may be heard in making and
answering the objection, but only one in reply. One counsel only to
examine or cross examine, no interruption of any Advocate when
speaking under these Rules. No advocate to Observe upon evidence
adduced until the case be closed. 10

We can only speculate what the situation must have been
like before such rules were formulated: settlement cases
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formed a large part of the administrative business at quarter
sessions. On the matter of evidence, the files of petitions
from previous sessions must often have been needed in
court. In the example referred to above, the removal of John
Dixon and his family from Filly Close to Barrowford Booth
was confirmed upon evidence that his father, also called
John Dixon, had five years earlier been removed by an
order, confirmed upon appeal, from Roughlee Booth to
Barrowford Booth. It was necessary to look out both the
petitions file for Midsummer 1742 at Preston," and the
order book of the session to use as evidence in court. When
both parties finished their case, the clerk took the opinion of
the court by asking the justices separately whether they
were for confirming or setting aside the order, the final
decision being the opinion of the majority. 12
While this business was proceeding, the grand jury had
been considering the bills of indictment. When they came to
a decision, they re-entered the court, and the other business
was suspended, presumably at a convenient point. Those
indictments which were agreed were marked 'True Bill' or
'A Bill'; those for which they found no case to answer were
marked 'Ignoramus'. The True Bills were put on one file,
the Ignoramuses on another. This indicates that in this period
we should not look for the latter on the indictment files
which have survived. They are presumably another class of
documents which was not kept.
The clerk of the peace took the indictments in order and,
reading them out distinctly, asked those named in them
how they intended to plead. In cases below felony (i.e.
misdemeanours such as assault, or riot), there were pleas of
'submit' (guilty) or 'traverse' (not guilty). Where the party
submitted, a small fine, typically 6d., was imposed upon him
and he was ordered to enter into a recognizance for his good
behaviour. The plea and the amount of the fine are subscribed on the indictment. However, in the case of neglecting
to maintain highways a realistic fine was levied. 13 This
sheds some light on the priorities of the time. \Vhen there
was a plea of 'traverse', the case was normally adjourned to
the next session and a recognizance to appear entered into.
The reason is that for each traverse case a separate jury of
twelve freeholders was required, which the sheriff was
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ordered to empanel by the next quarter session. In cases of
felony, the plea was guilty or not guilty, and the indictment
marked accordingly. Having found out how those indicted
were likely to plead, the petty jury was empanelled. Those
indicted were present in the custody of the gaoler, having
been committed to a house of correction by a J.P., or had
entered into a recognizance to appear. Those who did not
fall into either category either had warrants issued against
them to ensure their appearance, addressed to the petty
constables of the relevant township, or were otherwise
detained (as in the case of Jonathan Hunter, at Lancaster in
January 1749). If a warrant had been issued, the indictment
is marked 'Wt. issued'.
To simplify the procedure, a number of prisoners were
tried at once, before the same jury. After the jury was sworn
in one by one and charged, the case proceeded by calling the
witnesses whose names are endorsed on the indictment.
After he had given his evidence on oath, the prisoner was
asked whether he had any witnesses to be heard on his
behalf. While each case was proceeding, the clerk of the
peace looked through the file of recognizances, etc., which
was handed in at the start of the morning session to see if
there was any written evidence for the Crown. If there was,
he read it to the jury. The cases of all the prisoners were
dealt with in the same manner, one after the other. After all
the cases had been heard, the foreman asked for pen and ink
to write down the prisoners' names and the offences with
which they were charged. In the circumstances, this seems
an expedient step. Then the jury retired to consider their
verdicts. On their return, the prisoners were sent one by one
to the Bar and told to hold up their hand (for ease of
identification) while the verdict was given. The verdict is
recorded on the indictment. From the order of entries in the
order books, it seems that those who were found guilty were
sentenced on the spot, although the formularies do not give
a firm indication at what point in the day sentencing did
occur. Orders for the transportation or conveyance of
prisoners to Lancaster castle are found in the middle of
other orders recording decisions in settlement, removal, and
bastardy cases, indicating that more business was transacted after sentencing.
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While the petty jury was out, the grand jury might return
with more indictments, or other business might proceed. If
there were any traverse cases to try, they took place after
most of the other judicial and administrative business had
been transacted. The trial of traverse cases was fundamentally different from those of felony, as a jury for each case
was empanelled, and attorneys could be retained by both
sides. When the party bound to 'prosecute his traverse' was
ready with his counsel and witnesses, the undersheriff
returned the writ of summons (venire facias) and the jury
panel. If the prosecutor or his counsel could not proceed at
that session for some reason, the traverse was normally
adjourned to the next session. In that case, the next traverse
was tried.
The jury panel of twelve was called over and sworn. The
indictment was opened by the counsel for the prosecution, if
any was retained, or else by the clerk of the peace. Witnesses were called and examined. While witnesses were
being examined, neither side was allowed to interrupt them;
the counsel of the other side could cross-examine after the
witness had finished. The counsel for the prosecution
concluded the evidence. After they had heard the case, the
jury retired to consider their verdict, attended by a bailiff
who was sworn to keep the jury 'without Meat, Drink or
Candlelight' until they agreed their verdict. Clearly, this
was to encourage them to reach a quick decision. While they
were out, the court proceeded with other business. On their
return, their verdict was recorded on the indictment and on
the jury list, at the foot.
After all the traverse cases were heard, the grand jury was
called in. If there were more bills of indictment to deal with,
they were tried then. If not, the grand jury was discharged
with thanks. With the conclusion of the judicial business,
the clerk of the peace read over all the recognizances,
starting first with old ones, recorded on minute papers filed
with the recognizances. They were either discharged or
continued, and marked accordingly. If an indicted person
bound to appear on a recognizance had not turned up, his
sureties were called to give reasons: if the indicted party was
sick, his recognizance was continued; otherwise he and his
sureties were estreated. The same action was taken if
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someone had been bound to appear and prefer an
indictment, or prosecute a traverse.
The calling of recognizances ended the main business of
the day, except for the final adjournment. No formal account
of this had been found yet, but it was probably very similar to
the adjournment of the morning session, the undersheriff
with his bailiffs ushering the justices out of the court.
THE COURT IN SESSION: ITS RECORDS

The central core of the records of the court in session in the
mid-eighteenth century has been preserved in good condition and comprises (1) files of indictments (class QJI/1),
recognizances (QSB), and petitions (QSP); (2) books of
indictments (QJI/2) and orders (QSO/1), which were used
as memoranda books for engrossing the final record of the
court; and (3) the sessions rolls (QSR). Only the petition
files for this period have been broken up and put into
manilla folders; the other two classes remain as they were
originally compiled. I shall examine each class in turn,
indicating the form and content of the record, and pointing
out interrelationships which are possible clues in the reconstruction of a session's order of business.
Indictments. The structure of the indictment files is shown in
Table 3. It is easy to distinguish between the sessions held
at Lancaster and each of the other successive adjournments.
The sherrifFs precept is written in a fair hand on parchTABLE 3 Structure of Indictment Files
1

Lancaster:

a
b
c
d

2
3
4

Preston:
Ormskirk/Wigan:
Manchester:

a-d
a-d
a-d

Sheriffs precept
Grand jury pane!
List of townships and constables
Indictments (sometimes including writ of venire facias and
traverse jury panel)
as Lancaster
as Lancaster
as Lancaster
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ment, and is endorsed with his signed certification that he
has done as instructed by it.
This is followed by a list of twenty-four jurors appointed
by him giving their township of abode. There are marks
against all the names down the left-hand side. A dash
indicated that the juror was present at the session; a circle
showed his absence. There are also a number of dots which
probably relate to the calling over of the panel at various
times. Some names are annotated, such as 'Summoned' or
'Excfused] sick'. Those who were sworn in to form the grand
jury 'to inquire for the Body of the County' have an 'S'
marked to the right of their names.
The next document is simply a list of townships in the
relevant hundred or hundreds. This served as the constables' list, the left-hand side being marked similarly to the
jury panel to indicate presence or absence. Names of new
constables sworn in at sessions were added next to the
township on the right-hand side, and marked with an 'S'.
Next come the indictments proper after which this file is
named. Each is on a separate piece of parchment or
sometimes paper. The indictment records the name, township, and occupation of the offender and gives brief formalized details of the offence. These are often not to be
taken too literally as the actual facts of a case may differ
from those stated in the indictment. For example, Jonathan
Hunter was indicted at the Lancaster session in January
1749 for breaking and entering into a sloop at Broughton in
Furness with an intent feloniously to steal and carry away
the goods and chattels of its owner Samuel Jackson, 14 when
in fact he picked the lock and nothing was missing. Subscribed to each indictment are brief details of the course of
the case in court, in this case: 'Sub; fined £5; and to be
imprisoned 3 months; and if the fine is not then paid to
remain until paid'. Where a warrant was issued, the
indictment is marked 'Wt. ordered'. Endorsed are the
names of the witnesses: if they were sworn in court, their
names are so marked. Also endorsed is the grand jury's
decision that it is 'A Bill'.
Lists of traverse juries, preceded by a venire facias, are also
included in this file. They consist of twelve names, marked
as on the grand jury list, and the trial for which they are the
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jury is written at the head. Subscribed is the verdict of the
jury, and the sentence, if found guilty.
Recognisances. The structure of this file is shown in Table 4.
Again, it is easy to distinguish between the various sessions,
using either the minute paper or the calendar of prisoners.

TABLE 4 Structure of Recognizance Files

1

Lancaster:

a
b

2

Preston:

a-b

c

3

Onnskirk/Wigan:

a-b

c
4

Manchester:

a-b

Recognizances
Minute paper
as Lancaster
Preston gaol calendar (or alter
Ormskirk/Wigan)
as Lancaster
Preston gaol calendar (if not
after Preston)
as Lancaster

There seems to be no internal structure within the
recognizances proper, since bonds to appear, give evidence,
or prosecute are intermixed, except that recognizances
attaching to a particular case are grouped together. They
are all on paper, some manuscript throughout, others
printed. They follow the established form, falling into two
parts, the bond, giving the name of the person bound and
his sureties together with the amount, followed by the
condition, which is normally a requirement to appear, give
evidence, or prosecute. Not infrequently, statements of
material witnesses, examinations of parties bound to
appear, and so on are included. These often throw much
more light on the case before the court than the formal
indictment or petition (e.g. as in the case of Jonathan
Hunter, mentioned above; or the case of an apprentice
seeking settlement at the Preston session in the same year).
In addition, warrants for the detention of offenders to
ensure their appearance at the next session are found here,
addressed to the petty constables of a township.
The minute paper is somewhat puzzling. I have not been
able to determine its exact purpose, but it seems to have
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acted as a memorandum of old recognizances, and also an
indicator to the clerks of what fees were outstanding to
them. More work is needed to solve the problem.
The calendar of prisoners in the house of correction at
Preston is found at the end of the Preston section or the
Ormskirk/Wigan section, as it was used for them both. It is
sometimes also found in the petitions file. The Preston
calendar was printed, and included the name of the
prisoners, the offence, the name of the justice by whom he
was committed, and the date of committal. There are
manuscript annotations, giving the result of the case. The
calendar for the Manchester house of correction was in
manuscript, but essentially similar to that for Preston.
Petitions. The only structure observed in this file was the
distinction between the various sessions or adjourned sessions. This has led to confusion in the listing at the
Lancashire Record Office, where petitions actually relating
to the adjourned session held at Wigan in January 1749 are
listed under Preston and where also Wigan is misidentified
as Ormskirk, the location of the Midsummer and Easter
sessions. So some care is needed when sorting through
original files. The petitions are on paper, mostly printed
with manuscript insertions, and for the most part consist of
orders in cases of settlement or bastardy, or appeals against
removal granted by justices prior to the sessions. They were
to be presented merely to be confirmed, although in the
appeal cases much dispute must have been caused. They
also contain annotations, such as 'Entred' (which means
entered in the order book) or 'Confirmed' or 'Set aside'.
Indictment Books. These seem to have been compiled at the
session for ease of reference later. They are in the form of
booklets, somewhat larger than foolscap size, and contain in
total about ten or twelve years of indictments, making them
much more convenient tools of back reference than the four
indictment files accumulated each year. Each booklet is
arranged in three columns. The first contains a digest of the
indictment; the third the name, abode, and occupation of
the person indicted. The second was for additions, such as
'Wt. issued' or '4 April 1749, Both traversed', which seem to
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confirm its role as a memoranda book. It is noticed that the
order of the indictments in this book is exactly the same as
the order of indictments on the file. If the file of indictments
is one and the same as that made by the clerk of the peace in
the court, then the indictment book could, like the file,
reflect the order of indictments as brought in by the grand
jury. Against the possibility that the book was compiled
later are the entries in the third column under the name.
One example will suffice, from Wigan, January 1749 session, 'James Platt . . . Pleads not guilty; tryed and
acquitted'.' 3 Here the present tense indicates a contemporary entry. Also there is a slight difference in style
between the writing of the plea and the course of the trial.
For each session, this book also contains presentments after
the indictments. These are for highways, and are taken from
the order books.
Order Books. These are the key to the business of the court in
session. There is one order book for each session, a total of
four for each year. In form they are booklets with paper
covers, foolscap size. There are about seventy sides in each
one. Not all of the book needed to be used, and there are
signs of some preparation before a session. The introductory page which gives the place and date of the session (or
adjourned session) and the names of the presiding justices
is frequently well written on lines, with the names of the
justices being added later. Four pages were generally allotted to the sitting at Lancaster, eight to the adjourned
sessions at Preston and Ormskirk/Wigan, and the rest to
Manchester. At this period the amount of space allotted was
quite adequate to contain all the business, as several clear
pages are left between each section.
On the first page, beneath the introductory diplomatic
are a number of small orders, normally for rolls to be made
to go towards the maintenance of the gaol at Lancaster, or
for highways and so on. These probably constitute some of
the 'other business' while the various juries were out.
In the body of the section, if any juror was excused
service, this is the first thing found entered. Afterwards it is
followed by a mixture of orders in the case of conviction of
criminals, of confirmations of orders in cases of settlement,
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and so on, of orders to pay salaries, make rolls, and repair
highways. No obvious formal order of business is observed,
which is what one should expect in light of the procedure of
the court in session. It is seen, however, that cases of a
certain sort, such as appeals and disputes between townships, are grouped together. Most striking is the similarity
in the order of arrangement between the petitions as filed
and the entries in the order book. It is not, as in the case of
the indictment files and books, an exact correlation, but it is
close enough to be significant. If the order book had been
compiled directly from the petition file, one would not
expect the intermixture of judicial and administrative business that is found, nor any variation in order between the
files and the book. The order book displays all the signs of
being compiled at the session, as it is full of deletions and
alterations, consistent with the theory that it was being
drawn up as the business was proceeding. It is probably,
therefore, a good indication of what actually happened at
the court in session. But it is only an indication. There will
be no mention of the criminal cases tried and found not
guilty, or of those found guilty but whose sentence did not
merit an order (i.e. for transportation) but only a fine. The
only record of that is to be found in the indictment file and
books, and it must remain uncertain, within the prescribed
limits, at what point in the order of business such cases
occurred. More work needs to be done to determine exactly
how the order book can be used more reliably, but indications are that it is the key to reconstructing the order of
business at any session of this period.
Sessions Rolls. These were compiled using the order books
and the indictment books and files. There is one roll for
each session, joined at the head. The four quarter sessions
were brought together at the end of the year, but not joined,
and rolled up. Each roll is made up of regular sized sheets of
parchment, and written on both sides in such a manner that
the face is read from top to bottom and the dorse from
bottom to top with no need to turn the roll over. There is a
left-hand margin of about an inch wide, pricked out as a
guide for ruled lines before writing. There are very few
alterations or deletions, and the hand is very readable. The
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order of entries is exactly that contained in the order books,
except that the short orders noted under the introductory
section are omitted.
After all the entries from the order book, there follows the
series of inquisitions taken before the grand jury. The jury is
listed, with names, places of abode, and standing. This list
is followed by verbatim repetitions of the indictments in the
order as found in the indictment files. Thus, it can be seen
that the sessions roll is a secondary source in that it is a
copy of material used at the actual sessions, and so contributes little to our knowledge of the procedure at the
Lancashire quarter sessions. The sessions rolls ceased to be
engrossed after 1750, and the order book was elevated to the
status of the final formal record of the court in session.
It is to be hoped that the foregoing has gone some way
towards casting some light on the procedure of the court of
quarter sessions in Lancashire. It is to be regarded as
merely a sketch, preliminary to any deeper search into the
quarter sessions records.

NOTES

